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Now it's up to the House

■

Rhodes' education budget approved
By BRUCE LARRICK
Editorial Editor
The Ohio Board of Regents approved Friday Gov.
James A. Rhodes' operating budget for the state
university system totaling $527.9 million, Including
$9 million for Bowling Green.
The Regents also agreed to maintain the present
ceiling on tuition and fees for in-state students.
In January, they had recommended the $600 celling
be raised to $750.
To compensate for the two-year extension of the
present celling, the Regents had to scrap several
programs they had suggested earlier. Subsidies
for out - of - state students will be eliminated,
and the program of grants-ln-ald for poor students will not be instituted.
In January, the Regents had proposed that out-ofstate subsidies be eliminated gradually over a period of years, but Chancellor John D. Mlllett said
they would have to be eliminated Immediately because of the extension of the fee celling. m
He also blamed the scrapping of the grant-inaid program on this extension*, saying the state
university system did not have enough money to
finance it, and the only way to do so would be to

raise the fees of those students who could afford It.
The grant-ln-ald program would have provided
for a reduction In fees for students whose family
incomes are less than $7,500 a year, and the elimination of fees for those students whose family
Incomes are less than $5,000 a year.
The new budget proposals are a partial victory
for the Coalition to Save Education (CASE), an
alliance of the student governments of the state
universities designed to oppose the proposals made
by Gov. Rhodes and the Board of Regents In January.
CASE achieved its main objective In halting the
fee raises, but failed to stop the Regents from eliminating out-of-state subsidies.
The CASE opposition will continue at least until
this latest budget proposal Is approved by the state
legislature, but the chances are slim because of
the solid Republican majority In both the House
of Representatives and the Senate.
Neither the Board of Regents nor the state government have yet suggested a raise In personal
Income taxes or corporate Income taxes to provide
funds that would have been provided by the hike
In fees.
The Institution of corporate Income taxes was

one of the main alternate sources of revenue
CASE suggested to provide funds for the state universities.
Other changes In the proposals by the Board of
Regents are the elimination of the proposed university college and the Implementation of a state subsidy for the medical school of Case Western Reserve
University, a private institution In Cleveland.
The university college proposal would have combined the state two-year schools Into a single Institution in eacli of five areas.
The purpose of this proposal was to eliminate
the objections of some state universities to awarding associate degrees for two-year techlnlcal programs.
The elimination of this program can also be Interpreted as a victory for CASE, which campaigned
vigorously against It on the grounds that the raise
In fees would have gone in large part to the university colleges Instead of the institutions the students
were attending.
The Board of Regents has ordered the state universities to begin granting the associate degrees
now that the university college program has been
eliminated.
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Temple: 'Not being racist'
By RICH BERGEMAN
Asst. Editorial Editor
"We're not racists," said Tom
Temple, Inter-Fraternity Council
President. "We've got a legal Issue we're going to stand on, and
we've^got no apologizing to do."
The "we" he Is speaking of are
eight fraternities, and the issue

they are standing on concerns the
representation of Interest groups
on Student Council. Temple opposes
Interest group representation' altogether.
"What I want to see Is the legislative body of Council broken down
to geographic representation," he
said, adding that this was also the
aim of Council. "I want to get off

Sympathy motivated Council
action on BSU, Licate says
By TOM HINE
Editor

Nick Licate appeared pensive yesterday afternoon
as he discussed the plight of Bowling Green's black
students and their current seating problems with
Student Council.
Licate, as Council's president, has watched that
group seat two Negro representatives In one session,
then reverse itself In a succeeding meeting by ousting them. Whether they will regain their seats was
the question yesterday.
"Well, sure they will," Licate said, but not without
adding a big "If" to the answer: "If the Council members vote the same way as before, there's no doubt
they'll be seated. But I'm afraid many whites voted
them seats from on-the-spot sympathy rather than
having a really clear analysis of why they were vot- Nick Licote
ing that way."
Licate called this attitude on the part of Council "a big problem all
year long."
"These kids have no analysis of situations as they arise—they can be
altogether too easily persuaded by sympathy."
The problem he forsees, then, is for Council members to acquire an
awareness of problems before voting rather than "blindly responding to
whomever yells loudest at them."
"The Council representatives have to educate their consltuents,"
Licate said. "I hope they really take a good look at the situation so they
can both vote intelligently and be able to Inform their constituents on
WHY they votM that way."
Licate also considered the opposition the BSU seating has created and
figured It "not too critical at this time."
"The opposition has come primarily from a few individuals who happen to be Greek," he said, though quick to point out that "I can't blame
the Greeks as a whole for being against the move."
Licate warned that opposition to the seating of the Black Student Union members Is something "The Greeks ought to think twice about."
He then turned his attention to groups suddenly springing up around
campus ("German Student Union," "The Liechtenstein Students for
Democracy." etc.") and called them "facetious."
"We aren't dealing solely with any racist problem here at the University," Licate said, "but with the more universal ones in our general society."
He claimed the seating of Negroes to Council could be termed "Just
one more small step In helping to alleviate the racial problem In this
country."
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myself. a„ a. representative from
IFC, but I'm still active because I
want to push for this reapportlonment."
"Our gripe Is with Student Council, not with the BSU," he said.
Temple said the fact that they
are Negroes has nothing to do with
his position. Although he recognizes
that there are some problems that
deal specifically with the Negro
here at Bowling Green, he doesn't
think seating thorn on Council Is
the answer.
"I don't think that Just because
they have special problems means
they should be represented on Student Council. This Is the function
of certain committees to be set up
to deal with," he said.
"I feel the Negro can raise his
prestige by running and being elected. I think this can be done because they've done It before," he
said.
Explaining why he was opposed to
the seating of the BSU representatives for the remainder of this year,
until Council removed them Itself
through Its reapportlonment, Temple said, "I'm not sure Council Is
going to be able to come up with
this reapportlonment. If they don't,
the problem will be worse than It
Is now."
The fraternities backing Temple
Include Phi Delta Theta, Sigma CM,
Sigma Alpha Epsllon, Kappa Sigma,
Tau Kappa Epsllon, PI Kappa Alpha,
Delta Upsllon, Sigma Phi Epsllon,
and Phi Kappa Tau.
The fact that Temple does not
represent the entire Greek community, Is shown by the position
taken by Zeta Beta Tau fraternity.
Don Scherzer, ZBT representative
to IFC, said they feel that the Negros should be seated, and they support Council, now that they're doing
It constitutionally.
He said the ZBT's realize the
magnitude of the Negro problem
here on campus, admitting that
"even In the Greek system It's

~

It was time for one of those "Look —Up In The Sky" sayings Saturday afternoon when the finest of Bowling Green's feathered friends
descended from above to be unmasked.
It was Stan Maleskl, better known among sports fans as Freddy
Falcon, who climbed from the rafters. He's a senior In education
and an assistant head resident In Rodgers Quadrangle.

•••and after

Congress dislikes the draft

An all-volunteer army is favored
nearly 2 to 1 by the Congress, according to a recent Christian Science Monitor survey.
The newspaper's questionnaire,
which received response from 50
percent of the representatives and
40 percent of the senators, asked
for preference on "getting away
from the draft entirely and depending on an all-volunteer professional army."
Also asked was, "Do you think
there is any likelihood that Congress would approve such a move
at this time?"
bad."
"No," was the almost-unanimous
"I don't think Tom realizes the
significance of the Negro problem answer.
Asked If they foresaw any chance
here," he said.
In defending himself, Temple of passing such legislation "when
said, "I don't think that I'm making the fighting is over In Vietnam,"
a mockery of the Issue; I feel It's the Congressmen answered affirStudent Council that's making a matively, again better than 2 to 1.
The survey also showed "strong
mockery of the situation."

A Monitor article said the survey's findings "underscore a growing readiness In Congress to make
sizable changes In the way this
country mans Its military forces,"
and Indicated that "growing public
sentiment In this direction has obviously had Its effect on the nation's
lawmakers."
The article quoted Rep. Charles
A. Mosher (R--Ohlo), as saying,
"I'm encouraged that President
Nixon has called for a careful
study of this highly complex and
emotional question.''
backing" for a national lottery sys
tern, even stronger support for i
continuation of "some sort of deferment" for college men, am
nearly unanimous support for
••changes In the present draft law."
In a survey of the Senate a year
ago the Monitor found few who
favored the "volunteer army" idea.
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Legality or racism?
Student Council was treated to the Howling Green version of
"white power" last Thursday night, and it was very disappointing
to see college students act on a racial problem in this manner.

HAVCMT HAP A Tr3.c5PH0rOt5
U 1(0 TWO MOUTHS
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Most of the students who came to Council to complain did so on
a legalistic basis; they said the seating of the representatives
was done illegally.
The interesting fact is that even when Council proceded to go
through the legal method of seating the Negro students, most of
the white students still opposed the seating.
It was quite obvious that it was white racism that brought these
students to Council, and not a concern over whether it was following rules or not.
We can't help but wonder if there would huve been such a large
turnout of white students if Council had seated two white students
illegally. There certainly was not much concern in the student
body when Council was grappling with the legal problem of Student Court early in the year.
We can only conclude that no matter how much these people hide
behind the mask of legalism. it is really latent white racism motivating their opposition to the seating of the Black Student Union
on Student Council.
Because of this, the News is more firmly convinced than ever
that the HSU should receive seats on Council, because its participation is sorely needed if there is going to be a solution to the
racial
problem on this campus.

I
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Future changes needed

Recent letters to the editor advocating Nordic, Czech and Liechtenstein power, while seemingly
harmless little satires on the recent emergence of new black demands on campus, reveal a depth
of ignorance about the unique position of Black Americans in today's
society, which includes the University community.
Black student demands at BG
correspond with the demands and
needs of Black society in general
The Idea of controlling one's own
destiny Is at the root of these
demands.
Control, In essence,
Is power.
Charles Sllberman, author of
"Crisis In Black and White," says
"power means nothing more or
less than the capacity to make
one's Interest felt In the decisions
that affect him."
In order to make these decisions,
Black people must have powerfhe power to be economically,
socially and educationally Independent of White Americans.
Only then can the two races meet
on an equal basis.
BG's present structure Is not
preparing its 120 Black Students
for this type of a future. Recent
student demands for Black professors, Black orlentedcourses,
an Increased Black enrollment,
a Black social meeting place and
Black representation on campus
are needed to change the present
structure into one that will eventually reach out Into the Black

community.
The Llechtenstelns, the Nords,
and the Czechs of this University
correspond to various Immigrants
who all gradually merged Into the
mainstream of American life.
Black Americans, because of
the particular nature of theirentry
Into the US—slavery—have never
entered this mainstream as a
group, and probably would never
enter It If left to the caprice of
secure White Americans.
Therefore, if BG Is really going
to expand those horizons, as letters
going out of here are continually
promising, then it must concentrate on Black Student demands.
Not only the administration must
be aware of the reality of the
Black community and Its needs,
but also the students-the Nords,
the Czechs and the Llechtenstelns,
must see the necessity forcertaln
changes In the present structure.
"Lynn Obee
22 McDonald West

letters to the editor
Erase image
The recent letters to the News
concerning the seating of the Black
students In Student Council are
not Just a little disheartening.
My first reaction is anger and
disgust with my fellow students
who play Intellectual games with
something about which they know
absolutely nothing.
I fall to see any comparison
between Liechtenstein and Black
America. After a while, I cool
off but remain dismayed and disappointed.
What have you to fear from the
seating of Blacks In Council? Or
is it Just the principle? If you
dare mention principles and Justice
to me, I'll suggest to you that
white America owes the black
people a hundred years of sweat
and blood, and the Blacks are
starting to collect.
So, Is the University racist?
I don't think so. I think the problem lies with the short sightedness of the administration, not
an actual racist policy.
I really don't think President
Jerome has seen the necessity
to come to grips with the Black
problems In BG. I think he's
being awakened, however, and I
think he'll do what's right. That
Is, to bring the Black student
population Into Its proper proportions, which Is not 120 out of
14,000.
I also think he will help bring
about the other demands of the
Blacks which are aimed at Increasing the understanding of the
Black people, which, from the looks

Legality used as front for radsm
After attending Student Council
last Thursday night, I have become
more aware of what the black
people on this campus and In this
nation, are up against. None who
was there could have been offered
a better chance to view such a
grand display of self-righteous
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narrow-mindedness and downright racism.
For no matter how many statements were made to the contrary,
the various comments which I
heard uttered by certain members
of that assembly were convincing
enough to make It quite evident
that racism was the reason of
the night.
But what I found so thoroughly
upsetting was the all to frequent
use of the term "legality". What
a grand farce and what a shame
to us all that this issue of legally should be used by certain
persons as an attempt to camouflage the hatred and racism
which, I am sure, was the main
force of motivation.
It Is unfortunate that a form of
name calling must be resorted
to in this case, but when It Is
so evident that such a strong
feeling of racism exists on this
campus, there Is no other choice.
It is also unfortunate that a
group of people with such archaic
and bigoted Ideas should refuse
to "grow up" and permit this
University to become the true
place of learning and challenge
that it should be, and allow It
to step Into the supposedly enlightened age of the Twentieth
Century.
On this campus and in this
nation, we have no use for racism.
Shelley Robinson
110 Dunbar

of those letters, Is important.
If anyone cannot see the necessity for placing Black representatives on Student Council, then
look at the problem in the light
of happenings in America for the
past several years.
As Reverend Charming Phillips
said In his speech during Black
Culture Week, "No responsible
citizen can Ignore the cries for
liberty and freedom."
I, for one, welcome the Black
representatives to Student Council.
I hope more of the students will
openly do the same. And I hope
we can erase the dirty image of
racism Bowling Green Is rapidly
developing In many minds and replace It with reason and a sense
of Justice.
Bob Weigl
56 Rodgers

Admits prejudice
Yes, I'm prejudiced.
But I
was taught very young and I have
been In the process of un-learnlng.
Don't be too shocked—for I've
almost succeeded.
To the majority of the white
students that I am associated with:
You are hypocritical bigots. You
have sold your beliefs and convictions for an egotistical, complacent and secure place on the
white honor role. To my sorrow,
you will someday soon be the
leaders of this great country. Will
you allow cities to burn and people
to die while legislating?
You tried, but then you found
that It can get warm when abolishing the underground (legalistic
Incorporation) ownership that we

have over the Negro. You satisfled your guild complex. Now you
seem to have the group on your
side and your Identity can melt
Into the group. But already you
are reinforcing you complex—
when you compare an interest
group with the Negro.
You cbn't have to swear as
much as the slave owner wielding the whip—but then, we have
modernized our way of life. How
long can you expect the BSU or
the Negro at BGSU to remain complaclent, when you give them faith
and courage only to redeem It at
the slightest whisper of a breeze?
L.H. Kocker
212 Gorrel Avenue

Sinking ship
Student Council made a grave
mistake last week in seating those
two representatives. Since when
does representation depend upon
our ethnic background? How can
Council Justify Its actions?
If Negroes are to be seated Just
for being Negroes (Afro-Americans, blacks, or whatever they
claim to be besides Americans),
then in addition to having represenatlves for the student body we
should also have members from
every race, religion, and creed
seated, or unequal representation
could be claimed.
As an out-of-state student, I
think we are unfairly represented
so why not give us two seats
also? If I get 125 out-of-state
students together and demand two
seats it Is only fair that we get
them—but no thanks! After all,
who wants two seats on an old,
outmoded and sinking ship?
Kerry Thompson
409 Compton

Council took the right step
The Student Council at BG has attempted to take a step Into the
right direction as a REAL problem-handling organization relevant
to and working for the students at this University.
They reacted at the meeting of February 20th in a moralistic (unfortunately unconstitutional) but not irrational manner. The members
thought they should seat the two representatives of BSU because a
problem does exist for the black community on campus which cannot
be represented by a white student.
The Black students are asking to help BG and Student Council by
working within the framework of student government to solve their
problems.
The problems they feel on campus can frustrate the
blacks and that frustration could lead to violence on this campus.
Our Black students are asking that this not happen; that they be
allowed to work out their problems in a procedural, organized manner.
Some of the students at BG seem determined to thwart this effort.
Do the fraternities at BG realy feel that their problems are so demanding that their IFC representative cannot represent them to council?
If the can show proof of this I suggest they get added representation,
if not I suggest they—with the "persuading power" of Tom Temple
(not to accuse him of threats) let Student Council proceed with REAL
business.
If the only real objection of some students at BG Is that the seating
of two Black students is unproportional representation may I suggest
they take a look at the representatives of IFC, PanheL AWS, and
MIRHC.
Student Council has not been proportional as long as these representatives have been on Council. Does Tom Temple want to give
up his seat on Council because he is an unproportional representative?
To the student who says he Is not a racist and this Is not a racial
question, but one of proportionality, may he look at his motives closely
again.
I hope Student Council proceeds (Jn a constitutional manner) to seat
these two Black students and begins to actually work to help the students
at BG black and white.
Barbara Baker
115 Treadway
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Mission: Apollo 9

Module tests go A~OK
Compiled by Ken Berzof

Dayan position poses threat
TEL AVIV - Moshe Dayan's refusal to lend his voice to the nomination of Golda Melr as Israel's Interim prime minister was seen yesterday as a threat to the unity of the ruling Labor party.
The patch-eyed defense minister abstained from the vote Sunday night
of Labor party Cabinet ministers in selecting the 70-year-old former
foreign minister. But she has the overwhelming majority of the Cabinet
ministers and presumably the Job Is hers If she wants It

Russia denies responsibility
WASHINGTON - The United States ana its auies .-<>sponslble for West
Berlin have told Moscow the Soviet Union remains responsible for the
safety of air traffic to Wester Berlin.
Earlier the same day the Soviets had warned that If the three Western
allies fly West German electors to Berlin then the Soviet Union "absolves
Itself" of any responsibility for the safety of the flights.

Air Force recalls planes
TOKYO - The U.S. Air Force said yesterday It plans to pull all Its
planes out of the Itazuke air base, where reconnaissance planes have
been stationed since the Pueblo crisis In January 1968.
Japanese left-wingers and some local residents have demanded withdrawal of planes since a Jet crashed last June on the campus of Kyushu
University.

Shaw ends retirement
NEW ORLEANS - Clay L. Shaw said he must come out of retirement because of the "disastrous financially" two years it took to be cleared of a
presidential assassination conspiracy charge.
Shaw, talking at a news conference Saturday after a Criminal District
Court jury deliberated less than one hour and returned an Innocent verdict, said he believed Dist. Atty. Jim Garrison actually felt that he was
Innocent but had used him to nave a forum for an attack on the Warren
Commission.

Chinese swarm Embassy
TOKYO - Red Chinese swarmed around the Soviet Embassy in Peking
yesterday chanting anti-Russian slogans while China and the Soviet Union swapped protest notes over a clash between their forces on the Manchurlan border.
Red Guards and workers waved placards emblazoned with demands to
"hang" Soviet Premier Alexel N. Kosygln and to "fry" Soviet Communist party chief Leonid I. Brezhnev.
Shooting incidents on the Soviet-Chinese border date to the regime
of Premier NlUta S. Kruschev, but this was believed to be the first
time the Russians made an official announcement and disclosed that It
had filed a protest.

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)The Apollo 9 astronauts yesterday
successfully completed the delicate
maneuvers freeing the moon-landing ship for Us space debut and the
tests that will clear America'sway
to the moon.
Air Force Cols. James A. McDlvitt and David Scott and civilian
astronaut Russell L. Schwelckart
circled the earth In the command
module after they had joined the
cone-shaped craft with the spidery
lunar module, a fragile vehicle
designed to land men on the moon.
Scott, the command module pilot, cautiously guided the command
module through the difficult transposition and docking manuversonly
three hours after a near-perfect
launch from Cape Kennedy.
The crew docked the command
module with the moon
ship
and the combined machines were ejected from
the
spent S4B booster stage
Scott started the Intricate man-

campus
calendar
KARATE CLUB
Will meet from 7-9 p.m. Thursday in the Auditorium of the Newman Center.
VETERANS CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. tomorrow
In the Capitol Room of the University Union.
CAMPUS CO-ED
Will meet at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow
in 100 Women's Building. Anyone
Interested In Girl Scouting plan to
attend.
MARATHON GROWTH GROUP
Will be held at the Counseling
Center this weekend, beginning Friday at 7 p.m., and continuing for
24 hours. Interested persons should
contact Mel Foulds at the Counseling Center.

BSU leader explains requests
By PHIL HAILER
Staff Writer
"This University is not set up
for Black students; it's only set
up for White students and their
•.ulture," according to Bob Home,
leader of Bowling Green's newly
formed Black Student Union (BSU).
Home expressed his opinion In
a question-answer period at the
Crypt coffeehouse Sunday evening.
He went on to say, "We would
like to see the University set up
a place for Black minded people,
where we can listen to Black music,
look at Black art, and see things
from a Black perspective."
The BSU was formed according
to Home, because "We felt we
didn't have a voice about anything

that went on here at BG." Through
BSU the Black students can unite
and make the White students aware
of their problems, Home said.
Black students would like an
office of Black affairs set up because, "We feel that there is no
one in the administration to whom
we can go to express our feelings."
When asked If Dr. James Bond,
Vice-President of Student Affairs,
was of any help, Home replied,
"No."
Of last weeks Student Council
meeting In which the two Black
students, who were seated the week
before, had their seats suspended
Home said, "I was really disgusted because of the way the
meeting went. Everyone is hung
up on parliamentary procedures

Campus charity drive to end Sunday
The charities drive will officially
close this Sunday, and all money
should be turned In on Thursday,
March 13, between 6 to 9 p.m.,
in room 408 of the Student Services Building.
An unofficial count will then be
taken and trophies will be awarded
to the sorority, fraternity and men's
and women's residence h a 11 s raising the most money, according to
Nancy Lehman, co-chairman of
Charities Board.
The money raised will be channeled into the following charities:
muscular dystrophy, c a n c e r,
multiple sclerosis, Perrysburg
Heights, World University Service
and the Student Emergency Fund.
Persons may also specify a particular charity for their donation.
Besides the various residence
functions to raise money and the
personal contribution envelopes
now being circulated, Charities
Board has also asked faculty and
administration members and graduate assistants for contributions.
"We hope to meet our goal of
$6900 this year. Last year we
netted at least $6,700 and perhaps

and not moral values."
But he went on to say, "I was
surprised to get the seats in the
first place. Nick (Llcate) really
put himself on the spot because
he did what he thought was right;
I believe he was right."
When asked if he thought the
requests the BSU presented to
Council would be fulfilled Home
said, "I feel the requests will be
met. The Federal government Is
setting down laws where schools
must be ten percent Black In five
years or lose their Federal funds."
Home said he and other Black
students at the University plan to
go out and recruit Black high school
students, he said, "We know the
entrance requirements, and we'll
go out and look for qualified Black
students and ask them to come here
and help us with our problems."
The

almost $6,800," said Miss Lehman.
Harshman units Anderson and
Chapman raised the most money
$58.30 from any of the booths
erected for the Charities Carnival Friday, Feb. 14.
Tau Kappa Epsllon, Kappa Delta
and Theta Chi were second with
$58.10 raised. Harshman Bromfleld and Dunbar raised $57.45,
while Sigma Phi Epsllon, Alpha
Zl Delta and Alpha Sigma Phi
raised $43.65.

Alliance

City

Schs.

will be interviewing on Campus-Mar. 13, 9-3 for; Elem.
will
be
interviewing on
Campus-Mar. 13, 9-3 for;
Elem.
teachers;
Elem.
Health & Phy. Ed.; Elem.
Art & Music; H.S. Math;
English; Ind. Arts; String &
Vocal; Library; Guid; Spec.
Educ;
Swimming Coach;
Girls & Boy Phy.

euvers by separating the command
module from booster, moving away
50 minutes and then skillfully guiding the docking probe on the command module nose into a docking
collar on the moonship.
Apollo 9, a complex 10-day mission which will put America on the
threshold of a moon landing or slam
the door indefinitely, was punched
by the 36-story Saturn 5 rocket Into
orbit through a heavy cloud cover
at the precise minute scheduled.
Ground controllers reported the
orbit varied only slightly from the
119-mile circular orbit planned
months before.
The Apollo 9 crew's job is the
most demanding ever shouldered
by American spacemen.

During the next four days they
will test the lunar module, or LEM,
a fragile, splder-Uke spacecraft
designed to land men on the moon,
but which has never before flown
manned In space.
If tests by the Apollo 9 crew
prove the craft's design, an American crew is to land on the moon
In mid-summer. If LEM falls In
its debut, America's goal of landing men on the moon in this decade could be set back for many
months.
McDlvltt and Schwelckart wlU
transfer from the command module
through a tunnel formed by a 39inch docking collar Into the LEM.
Scott will be left behind to fly the
mother ship.

SPECIAL EVERY
TUESDAY «m
Free
2-16 oz. Pepsi
With Each Large Pizza Order

Pagliai's Pizza
1004 8. Main St
Ph. 353-1444 - 352 5177
OPEN 4 P.M. • 2 A.M. DAILY

Why do teachers LIKE the
SOUTH EUCLID-LYN DHURST
SCHOOLS?
PERHAPS ITS THE
Excellent sulury schedule
Sniull class sizes
Modern schools und good equipment
Liberal retirement and other benefits
Study and advancement opportunities
Encouragement of creative teaching
Just 12 miles East of I), wntown Cleveland
Find Out More
From Recruiters
On Campus
March 11, 12

Or
Contact

Personnel Office
South EuclidLyndhurst City Schools
Lyndhurst, Ohio
44124

DECTON SHIRT SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
BUTTONDOWN & BERMUDA
:OLLAR DECTON OXFORD SHIRT
Reg $6 & $7

$3.99 **"«-'«
White, Blue, Maize, Pewter.
Navy, Beige,
Aqua, Peach

INTERVIEWING FOR
TEACHING POSITIONS

Moon Union Schools,
Coraopolis, Penna.
INTERVIEWER
Mr. Joseph Sitgaai, Assist. Sip. Prii.
Evtiiig March 10,
Day March 11.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge
9:30 A.M.-5:30 P.M.,
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Operates in the 'red'

Dining halls expensive operation
By RICH BERGEMAN
Asst. Editorial Editor
Many a University student has
wondered how his $150 of board Is
spent every quarter. It Is handled
on a relatively simple basis.
According to James Hartsell,
University Food Service area
supervisor, the money from each
student is lumped Into a Food Service account for the dining hall
where he eats. It Is from this
account that the dining hall depends on all of Its expenses; Including cost of food, labor, breakage, depreciation, and other re lated costs.
The total student meal Income,
before being broken down Into
specific dining hall accounts, for
last year, was $2,637,216. The
total raw food costs for that same

year were $1,329,914, with the remaining balance going for operating costs.
Miss Monna 1.. Pugh, also Area
Supervisor In Food Service, said
the spending of money on food Is
not observed on a careful basis.
"We generally try to stay within
a certain price area . We do
weekly cost reporting, where we
find out what we're spending on
food. We have a vague Idea whether
or not were spending more than
we should or whether we can afford
steak on a particular night," said
Miss I'ugh.
The menu, which Is made by the
managers of every dining unit under
the direction of Miss Pugli, is basically campus-wide, with a alight
variation in each dining hall. It
is composed with the Intent of balancing well-liked items with less

preferred Items In each meal,
rather than on an average costper-meal budget.
According to Miss Pugh, however, the average cost-per-meal
seems to be around $1.87.
Of each dollar spent on food,
1/6 is for breakfast, 1/3 for lunch,
and the remaining half for dinner,
she said.
Food is purchased by Mrs. Ruth
Brescoll, Purchasing Agent, on a
bid basis, and put in the Central
Stores Warehouse on Poe Road.
Bach of the dining units then
orders from Central Stores.
Specifications governing weight,
size, quality, etc. are sent to the
purveyors by Mrs. Hrescoll. They
then return bids on the product.
The lowest bid is usually taken,
and a contract with that firm for
a certain time period (It varies

according to the product In question) is signed.
"If, when we test the lowest
bid, it doesn't meet our specifications, we take the next lowest
bid," said Hartsell. He said they
were compelled to take the lowest
bid up to standards by state laws.
A sore point with many students
concerning this type of purchase
and budget operation, Is that many
times there Is a surplus in some
units' accounts at the end of the
year.
According to Paul R. Nusser,
Assistant Business Manager, the
excess of any Income over costs
of any specific year are accumulated In a Food Service Surplus
Revenue Account. This money is
designated by the Board of Trustees
for spending when necessary. The

STERLING

TIN ROOF
ICECREAM

nn

yyc

spending of the monies Is limited
by bond resolutions and state law.
It must go back Into Auxiliary
Services.
Nusser said that In the past,
money from this account has been
used to purchase land for parking
lots, to pave walks, to help finance
the Health Center, to help build
Commons Dining Hall, and for
other capital Improvements such as
last year's purchase of dressers
for all the rooms In Founders.
The accounts are also used to
cover losses that might occur at
the end of any given year. Last
year money from this account was
used to purchase land on which the
new addition to Mac Donald Quadrangle will be built.
University Treasurer, Paul E.
Moyer, said that the account is
divided into three parts. There
is a depreciation fund which, by
order of the State Auditor, must
be funded. This currently contains approximately $270,000.
Another part of the account concerns money earmarked for future
construction costs, such as the preliminary costs of erecting the MacDonald addition. The amount In
this fund is not officially designated
as yet.
Finally, there Is the "unencumbered" portion of the account, which
Is currently $30,000. It is from this
fund that monies are earmarked for
capital improvements.
"The surplus Is necessary," said
Moyer. "If It wasn't there, Auxiliary Servoces couldn't operate.
Things wouldn't get done. This Is
because some years are lean years.
That Is, some years find a surplus while the next year might entall a more expensive operation—
like when rooms have to be painted."
According to Moyer, there was
no surplus transferred to the accounts last year. However, he does
"anticipate" a small surplus at
the end of this year and believes
that It will have to go Into the
depreciation fund.
"We try to at least break even,"
Miss Pugh said, "preferably with
a cushion of a few dollars. Much
of the time we're operating In the
red."

ORU's bear Cleaver

'/.GAL.

PRICES ON
SALE ITEMS
EFFECTIVE

Mar. 4
THRU

Mar. 8

i >i.\.\ I-.K Q r.Ki.i

BACON

69<

1 LB
PKG

SAVE 16c

HEATH

ICE CREAM BARS
6 PACK

SAVE 29c
BANQUET FROZEN

2/89'
g^

/■■#%

TV DINNERS 2/79c
CHICKEN OR BEEF 11 OZ.

rjy? ° "~*

The Organization for Racial Understanding (ORU) presented a tape
recording of a speech by Eldridge
Cleaver at Its meeting Sunday night
In Compton hall. Nearly 30 students heard the speech and stayed
to discuss racial Issues.
The speech was given by Cleaver, the minister of Information
for the Black Panther Party, at
New York University last October 11. Cleaver Is a black power
advocate and his address vividly
reflected this philosophy.
Several members of the Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS)
sparked discussion following the
tapes. Cleaver talked briefly on
the topic of conversation before the
dialogue expanded to Include comment on a variety of racial problems.
Remarks were exchanged mostly between several SDS members
and a number of students critical of their views. Racism In universities and society was discussed, along with employment
problems, riots, and student government problems.
Tentative plans for the ORU Include a possible meeting with a
representative from the office of
admissions to discuss why there
are not more black students at
Bowling Green University.

SAVE 19c

We reserve the right to limit quantities.

Jiimons Jor freshness:

STEELING

: Loan repayment

|

x Repayment terms will be dls:■: cussed for borrowers gradual atlng or terminating their stu: dies at Bowling Green as of
■ the end of the second quarter.
:■: Group sessions will be held on
: the dates March 12th,13th and
;: 14th.
Report to the Student Flnan■i cial Aid Office, 300 Student
:
: Services Bldg. to sign up on
,: a time schedule.

:':•
:-.
x
.•:■
fi
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AWS president keeping busy
By JAN JONES
Issue Editor
'I like to be busy doing something,"
These were the words of Janice
F. Schnack, newly elected AWS
president.
And busy she will be
is she formally steps Into office
ind conducts her first meeting
lOday.
This first meeting will Include
a continued discussion on the present Judicial system within AWS.
"We will be talking about the
Judicial system In £rder to discover the real views of the
girls," Miss Schnack said, "These
can then be used as a basis for

Jan Schnack

Placement news
BUSINESS LISTINGS:
March 10. Aluminum Company
f America; International Harves;r Co.; Dept. of Healthy Education
Welfare—Office of Education;
axter Laboratories, Inc.; Buroughs Corp.
March 11. International Harves}r Co.; American Oil Co.; Howard
ohnson Co.; F.W. Woolworth Co.;
'rovldent Mutual Life Ins. Co. of
hlladelphia (Evening Also); W.W.
'illiams Company.
March 12. Charles Pfizer-Leamjg-Pacquin Dlv.; Inland Manufacjrlng Co.; The Higbee Co.; Repubic Steel Corp.; Burdine's; Hart>rd Insurance Group; Northwesirn Mutual Life Insurance Co.
March 13. The Higbee Company;
•el Monte Corp.; Unlroyal.
SCHOOL LISTINGS:
March 10. Westwood Hts. Schols, Mich.; Fulton County Schools;
/arren
Consolidated
Schools,
lich. (Evening Also); HamiltonCl/ School Dist.; Falrfield Public
chools, Conn.
(Evening Also);
nchorage Borough School Dist.,
laska; Moon Schools, Pa. (Evenlg Only); Warrensvtlle Hts. City
d. of Ed.; Toledo City Schools,
Evening
Also); Lansing Public
chools, Mich. (Evening Only); San
uan Unified School nisi., Calif.
March 11.
Moon Schools, Pa.;
'arrensville Hts. City Bd. of Kd.,
ansing Public Schools, Mich.; Colmbus Public Schools, (Evening
nly); Masslllon City Schools, (Evnlng Also); Orange Local School
'1st.; South Euclld-Lyndhurst City
chools, (Evening Only); Kokomo: enter Twp. Cons. School (Evenog Only); Clio Area Schools, Mich.;
:enton City Bd. of Ed., South Redord School Dist.; Mich.; Mount
iorris
Public
Schools, Mich.;
chool Dist. of the City of Pontlac,
lich. (Evening Only ); Troy City
td. of Ed.; Godwin Public Schools,
lich.
March 12. Columbus Public Schols, (Evening Also); South Euclld.yndhurst City Schools; Kokomoenter Twp. Cons. School; School
'1st. of the City of Pontlac Mich.;
-naheim City Schools Dist.; Calif.
Evening Also); Wellington Exemptd School Dist.; Flat Rock Comm.
chools, Mich.; San Diego City
chools, Calif.
(Evening Also);
wartz Creek Schools, Mich. (Evnlng Only).
March 13. San Diego City Schols, Calif.; Springfield Local Schools; Lexington Local Schools; Lucas
.ocal Schools; Lakewood Bd. of
:d.; South Orangetown Central
fchool, Dist. # 1; Butler County
Schools; AlllanceCity Schools; Tlpp
'lty School System;
Lindbergh
ichool Dist., Mo.; Brooklyn City Bd.
'f Ed.; Patrick Henry Schools; Mt.
lllead Schools; SwartzCruekSchoils, Mich.

any changes we make."
She explained that the role AWS
will assume in the future, and
whether or not it will sponsor more
social, educational, or cultural programs, will depend upon what the
women want to get out of the organization.
It will be guided by
the direction the women want it
to take, she said.
Miss Schnack is counting on action to make AWS a more worthwhile organization.
"I think the newly elected officers who will serve as my Executive Board , are going to be
very cooperative and willing to
work," Miss Schnack said. "With
their help, AWS can become as
organization truly representative
of, and working for the women
students."
Miss Schnack, who is majoring
in 'elementary education and German, first became interested in
AWS this year.
"I became a dorm advisor,"
she said.
"I felt I should become active instead of just saying things needed to be done and
then sitting back to let others do
them."
Her active attitude has carried
into phases of her overall college
life as well.
"I want to get as mich out of
college as I can," she said.
Besides carrying a double major,
Miss Schnack is second vice president of Omega Phi Alpha, national
service sorority, and a member of

the Up With people singing group.
She also is a member of the
Association for Childhood Education (ACE), the Student Education
Association (SEA) , and German
Club.
Miss Schnack hopes to carry
this "keep busy" philosophy beFOH SALE
Furnished 10x50 Svhult Mobile
Home.
Keasonable Price. 3543901.

yond college.
"I want to teach two years In
the United States, and then go
overseas to teach at an army base
in Germany," she stated.
Further, Miss Schnack hopes to
do something different with her
elementary education experience.

classifieds

House Trailer 8x24 1957. 2 Bedroom. Lot "75 Gypsy Lane Tr.
Ct. 352- 6813 or stop by after
6:00 p.m. for further Information.

Male to share Apt. for 3rd. Qtr.
352-4313.

««64" Tr-4 For Sale Black white
Hed Interior 3 Tops, wires, new
trans, and clutch. Best Offer over
$1,000. 3389 ask for Nell In 41li.

One Male roommate needed Sprliu;
Ouarter. Grad St. preferred. Phone
Lent', 352-3051; Wlnthrop Terrace.

Mobile Home - Idral for Young
married?.. Ten miles from Univ.
Lived In less than one year. Phone
Luckey 833-5177.

Male roommate wanted to share
Apt. for 3rd quarter 352-5752.

STx-strlnp guitar. Call 354-3523
after 5.
Fl >H REN1
One Girl to share Apt. 3rd quarter. elOM to campus. Phone l arolyn 353-15C4.
Cygnet cottage available March
9.
15 mln. from campus. Call
C55-2885.
Have room for 3 men students,
kitchen, L.It., shower, off street
parking. $135/qtr. Call 353-«3471
alter noon.
Double - rooms - opposite campus - Male - $150.00. Call 354-

such as learning and teaching
braille.
"I want to discover all aspects
of life," she said. "I don't want
to Just fall Into a rut with a Job
when every job has so many different phases within it which can
be developed."

Male Itoommate 3rd quarter who
Is willing to share an Apt. Kd,
353-3471.
2 bedroom Apt, 4 pers. mln. $150
a quarter near campus. 354-5785.
Doiihli* rooms Sub-lease summer
- B.C. 2 bedroom Apt., W.W.
carpet, washdryer, partially furnished own yard, parking. $125
mo. 353-7502.
BUSINESS AND PFRSONA1.
Private, very, guitar lessons; reasonable rates, ungodly hours. Ph.
352-1981.
Hudness sez: Thanks for everything, old officers and also to
all the Alpha Oil's for the roses!

Paul and Judy: Judy - liow does
It feel to be lavallered to Santa
Clause'.' Congratulations on your
Beta lavallerlng - Beta's
To the Family: It feels ao-otKi.

hair of 109.
Congrats "Hi.:" Diane on your
pinning to John and "little" Jan
on your lavallerlni; (o Larry. Flying Teapots.
Shirley Temple loves Pepperonl.
Congrats Pike Key King finalist.
WANTED; Theatrical Goods like
Costumes & Props. ( ontacl Hli< V
Swamp Platers or Call 352-55G0.

Don and Deb - You were right
I>eb. If you can't go first class
don't go at all. C one rat illations
on your Beta IMnnlnt; - Beta s.

Anderson Hockev Team: We're
high for an all-rampus ( hamplnuslilp! Your Faithful Fans.

Jan - Happy 19th Birthday D2
love your real Sis - Sue.

congratulations
Marie on your
Anchor A.'tlvntUm. Donna and the
rest of 447.

Don: Dreaming Jay ha:, put | spell
on us. The "In" of 3rd.

WANTED 2 Mir.i' Mve t.\r\s to
share expenses to 1 lorlda. Phone
354-8174.

RECORDS!
OLDIESI
15,00 in
stock. Send 25 cenls for 2,000 listing catalog. Mall orders filled.
Record (enter. 1895 W. Central,
Ch - 1 0107, Cleveland, Ohio.
Owlish eyes are smlllit'-Congrats
Actives Marcla & Sharon! Your
Phi Mutation pal Sandy.
Stereo Tape Club: Average cost
$4.50 for 8-track Cartridge. Free
Catalog.
S.A.P.,
624 N. Main,
Bowling Green, Ohio.
Congratulations "Zeke" on your
SAL lavallerlng. Love, the bestest

NEEDED > Olrll 1 Guy, Audition
for Prof. Singing Group. < all ffl
892 5.
IS TOUR BAG, A QUIE1 DIM 1 IT
ATMOSPHERE, WHERE YOI I IN
TALK, A DRINK YOUR 1 IVORITi
MIX DRINKS? THURSDAY NITKTHE ( .1. OFPERS THIS DIM
DOWNSTAIRS Till 2:30 A.M. IF
YOU CARE TO DAN F.LiVh MUSK UPSTAIRS. THIS WEEK, THE
28TH DAY BAND.
LOST - One Nlswonger & Fess
Acct. Text. Return to Losl &
found.

"There
are lots of
big companies.
What's so good
about yours?''
Here's what: at IH you won't have to stand
in line waiting for responsibility. You'll get it.
Right from the start.
And you won't be pushed into a job
that leads to nowhere.
You'll move up on your merits. The sooner you can
cut it, the quicker you'll move.
You see, we're looking for the thinker. The innovator.
The type of guy who has lots of imagination
and plenty of guts. (It takes guts to make decisions
and stand up for your ideas.)
You'll have to be on the ball all right. But we'll
give you plenty in return.
For one thing, we're diversified. You'll find all kinds
of action in steelmaking, motor trucks,
construction or farm equipment. And lots of things in
research and development. (We've got some far-out
ideas on laser beam construction equipment,
solar energy and nuclear power.)
In other words, we're working on things that should
shape the future. Yours and ours.
So talk to your campus placement officer
about us. He'll give you the word on the jobs we have
in engineering, accounting, production
management and sales.
Sure, we're a big company. But we're big in
a lot more ways than just size.

H

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
An rqujt oppo'tunity -mploye* M/F

Liium degassing and b asic oxygen
Continuous casting.
steelmaking in progress at 111 Wisconsin Steel. Plant is one
of first in U.S. combining all three prOCCUd
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Council notes

Bridge

Last Thursday Student Council passed two bills. The first
officially established the Student Council Newsletter. The second
established a Public Defenders Office. Council tabled a bill concerning the black students at Ohio State University. The bill was
referred to the CASE office for further research. The first reading of two amendments was heard, one concerning the seating of
two black representatives and the other concerning the seating
of two representatives from the Phi Delta Theta fraternity.
A student Is needed who Is 1) a worker 2) Interested in lowering rents 3) an organizer 4) able to operate an office and staff
In order to run the Student Housing Association. For Information
call ACTION LINE.
A student Is needed who Is familiar with computer work to
assist In the Course Evaluation Program. Call ACTION LINE
as soon as possible.
Nick Llcate :

champs
WINNERS-of the first all campus
ment

7:00 PM

Our Congratulations
To The Newly
Elected DU Officers
Executive Vice-Pres.-Jinie Rice
Administrative Vice Prcs.-Dave Gerald
Secretary-Gene Zappitelli
Social Chairman-Mill Hensie
Executive at l,arge-Mike Hefty
Athletic Chairman-Jerry Cruse
Steward-Bill Koone
\ssl. Steward- Denny Kzinski

ector.

Crystal stresses role
of psycho-linguistics
Dr. David Crystal, visiting professor stressed the role of psycholinguistic.s in a child's language
development In a speech Thursday In the Union.
Dr. Crystal outlined the role of
a knowledge of linguistic sin studying speech pathology. He pointed
out that the very often results are
Inconclusive due to the number of
variables Involved, such as the dlfferneces In children's Intelligence,
memory span, and background.
Areas of current research Include kinds of language organization, starting from the neo-natal
period on Into late childhood. "One
can determine characteristic cry
patterns of babies from one to
three months," Dr. crystal stated.
Such things as a heart disorder
can be detected by evidence of a
characteristic high, piercing cry,"
he added.
Clear evidence of language differentiation can be established by
the age of nine months, such as the
difference between a Welsh baby

and an English one, he said.
In the actual formation of words
and phrases, the child's first words
may vary according to the tone of
voice he uses, Dr. Crystal said.
A generalized concept the child has
of an object, such as his calling a
cat a dog, Is due to the fact that
they both have four legs and a tall,
he continued.
"The emphasis now Is on grammatical development and theoretical Implications," Dr. Crystal
stated. He added that there Is a
difference In opinion as to whether
a child's language Is Imitative or
biological. Dr. Crystal stated that
the correct decision would be to
find a combination of these two catcepts.
Dr. Crystal ended his talk by
emphasizing three Important aspects of the child's linguistic development, pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary, "all associated with chronological development." "However," he added, "we
still need the theory to underlie
our explanation of data."

)hte$£m

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people.
Summer and year 'round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For
illustrated magazine with complete details and applications
send $1.00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS),
133. rue Hotel des Monnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium.

IJ.C.F.
Weekly Worship Service
6:15 PM TUESDAYS
PROUT CHAPEL
ALL ARE WELCOME

Congratulations Tony
Evening Service Hours Mon. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m.

Lou La Riche, Inc.

/ov

920 Plaia at Rt. 224 East V&)
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center)
Phone: 422-6424
Findloy, Ohio

WNOWMB

Sutter,

Arvetta
Seated

Mr. Imler

holds the

a suit of spades!

LUCK

If you want to do something right you can't have
a lot on your mind.
We only have Volkswagen on our mind.
Our mechanics have gone to Volkswagen
schools, our shelves are filled with Volkswagen
parts, and our tools are especially made to fix
Volkswagens.
So when something goes wrong with your Volkswagen, why take it to other people who fix other
cars?
Bring it to us.
If we've fixed it once, we've fixed it a thousand
times.

Nancy

highest possible bridge hand,

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

We fix the same car
every day.

UAO are,

is Keith Imler, tournament dir-

Corresponding Secretary-Don Guta
House Chainnan-Craig f.ongley

GOOD

sponsored by

Scott and Greg Bowers.

Beta Alpha Psi
Accounting Honorary
Presents

Dogwood Suite, Union.

bridge tourna-

standing left to right, William .1
Hale,

"Accounting Research at the America Institute
of Certified Public Accountants"
A lecture by Meed K. Storey, I'h. I)., director of
the research division of the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants and author of a
monograph entitled "Search for Accounting
Principles." Open to the public .

duplicate

ON BEING
KEY KING
FINALIST-

The Pikes.

Law Society seeks
lawyers far stadaats
Bowling Green University's Law |
Society has planned a system
whereby students that get Into civil |
actions or are Involved In mis-;
demeanors can get University law *
students to find and pay (or a lawyer tor them.
Tom Bean, senior majoring In
pre-law, designed the plan and Is j
head of Its future as a University
function. He has been working on |
this program for law society members and University students since |
last Spring.
"The plan calls for five appolnted members to review the cases
before the society will give assistance," Bean said. If accepted by I
the society, members will help I
In the Investigation and prepara-'
tlon of the defense for the student In conjunction with a lawyer I
that has accepted the case and ls|
on the Law Society list.
Presently, Law Society membersI
are selling tickets for a raffle toj
raise the Initial money to get the I
plan under way. The raffle offers I
a Honda 50 and cycle helmet as the!
grand prize. The ticket selling cam-1
palgn will go into full swing the I
week of April 7 when members!
will be selling tickets In the Union.[
The Honda 50 and helmet wllll
be on display at that time, and the!
drawing will be held April 15. "Wei
hope to get some administrator tol
do the drawing for the Honda Wln-|
ner," Bean said.
The tickets are 25 cents eaclj
or five tor a dollar and can be]
purchased from any Law Soclety|
member. There are 5,000 tickets
available, and if all of them are!
sold, Mr. Bean says there will ap-j
proxlmately be a $750 profit to use!
for the payments of lawyers' fees.|

Mono outbreak
There has been an unusually
large number of mononucleosls
cases on campus, according to
Dr. James S. Olms director of |
the medical center.
More than 40 cases of mono
have been cited since early October said Olms. He added this Illness usually occurs from fall to
spring.
Symptoms of mononucleosls Include a sore throat which won't
respond to regular treatment, a
headache, and
swelling of the
glands. A mono-spot test will determine If a person has the disease and Is available at the medical center, said Dr. Olms.
Most mononucleosls patients are
kept at the medical center until
they have a normal temperature
during the day, said Dr. Olms.
He added that once this happens,
the patient Is allowed to attend
class during the day but must return to the center at night until
cured.
Dr. Olms said the main cause
of mononucleosls Is overwork and
not enough rest.

Airlines opposed
The proposed abolition of youth
fares on the nation's airlines has
come under attack by the National
Student Association.
The NSA, has presented written arguments to the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) which recenUy
recommended that lower fares for
youth be discontinued.
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BG drops fifth overtime contest
to MAC's runnerup, 95-88

NICE AND EASY-A. Jim Connolly (15) lot* loose with a toft
arching shot Saturday against Ohio University. Defending against
the Falcon center is Greg McDivitt (34). The Falcons lost the
season finale 95-88, the fifth overtime loss in six attempts for
BG.
Photo by Gregg Daniels.

By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Five minutes of overtime and
38 minutes of regulation play were
anti-climactic to a short period
before the end of the second half.
The Falcons broke Into a stall
with 1:59 left and the game deadlocked 78-78. They had the final
shot ( In fact two shots), but to
no avail. The overtime was useless as the championship hungry
Bobcats rolled to a95-88 decision.
During the stall the visiting
Cats were willing to relax Into
a zone defense mainly to avoid
foul situations and the three point
play.
"I guess It was the smartest
thing they did," said head coach
Bob Conlbear, "because we didn't
score even though we still had
two shots."
"We stayed with the zone as
long as possible' • said Ohio coach
Jim Snyder, "we had to gamble
with It while they ran the clock
out. We were gambling for the
tie, because with the pressure we
were afraid that we'd foul them."
Bowling Green brought the count
down to 10 seconds before calling
another timeout. When they returned to play, Ohio applied enough
pressure to prevent an easy shot.
John Heft's jumper bounced high
off the backboard and not even
the follow up broke the deadlock.
For Snyder It could have been
his smartest move.

The veteran coach was gambling
a possible share of the MAC title
on the move. The Bobcats roared
back In the overtime and were In
command except for a brief moment with 1:03 left and the score
88-86.
This extra period Increased the
Falcons hold on their league overtime record running the total to
12. They also made It five losses
In six attempts. Ohio Is no stranger to the marathon games, making
this win their fourth overtime decision of the season In rolling to
a 16-8 overall ledger and 9-3
league mark.
Their exciting win was meaningless though when Miami stopped
Toledo to clinch the crown.
The Falcons opened In crisp
fashion with a solid exhibition of
teamwork and offensive mobility.
They carried their attack evenly
to Jim Connally and Dick Rudgers
for nine each and to Jim Penlx
and Heft for seven each in the first
half. Displaying uncanny accuracy
from the floor BG ripped the nets
for 57 per cent.
The Falcons cooled late In the
initial half but retained a 40-35
half time bulge.
A frisky Bobcat man defense
was no more successful at stopping shots, but the Falcons dropped
in just 18 of 40 in the final half
and overtime.
Ohio gave early warning at the
outset of the second half that a

Art Cross lone individual champ
as Falcons grapplers finish sixth
Since Toledo was followed by Ohio
By DENNY WHITE
(69), and Kent (62). Bruce BellAssistant Sports Editor
TOLEDO—Art Cross, the only ard's capable club was unfortunsenior in the Bowling Green lineup, ately pitted against the best In all
was the only Falcon to reach the 10 opening matches. Bellard, who
top rung of the winner's stand In thought before the tournament that
the MAC Wrestling Championships his whole team could place (top
, here Saturday afternoon. Cross ac- four spots} saw onlv George Kirkcounted for 12 of BG's 30 points by wood, Bill Nucklos, and Joe Green,
winning the 177 pound competition, who. were each given byes, join
climaxed by a 2-1 victory over Wes- Cross in the quarter-finals.
Klrkwood, (11-3-3 ) was unable
tern Michigan's Steve Newman.
to shake off his late season slump
Bowltiu*Green's sixth-place total and was declsloned ' by Rocket Ron
was far less than the 71 accumu- Junko 8-3 after getting behind 5-0
lated by the victorious Rockets, In the first period. George shoved
but the Falcons had the strange aside his disappointment long
misfortune of drawing five TU and enough to beat Ken Braber and Ron
two OU first-round opponents in- Plasman, and take third place for
cluding four top-seeded wrestlers. the second year in a row at 130
Three BG grapplers who drew first pounds.
Nucklos probably would have
round byes were paired with two
Toledo and one Kent State opponent, shared the spotlight with Cross If
Out of the 11 men who received he had not sprained his right knee
byes, only three won their quarter- seriously in a 2-0 win over TU's
Steve Beier. Bill, who went down
final match.

a weight class like Cross and teammate Green just for the Championships, was unable to take the mat
against OU's John Yount Saturday
and was forced to settle for the
160 pound runnerup title.
Green, who was probably the Falcons' best candidate for an Individual title, was declsloned 9-6 by
Kent's Dave Herbert after sitting
out the first round with a bye.
Joe collected his eighth and ninth
'Win of the year In consolation
matches to finish third behind Herbert and TU's undefeated Phil McCartney at the 167 pound class.
Mike Clark wrestled the Rockets'
top-seeded 145 pounder, Sam Schlcicano, to a draw through the regular six minutes plus an overtime
period, but lost on the referees'
decision to the disagreement of
many BG fans. It was an impressive comeback effort by the
lone Falcon sophomore who had
lost to Schlclano and three other

Bill Nucklos

Art Cross

league opponents during the season while posting a 10-4 overall
record.
Dave Wellnau was another surprising first round loser for BG,
as the 137 pound junior got pinned for only the second time In
his career after taking a 2-0 lead
In the second period. Pat Curley's pin surprised Dave probably
more than anybody, and Wellau
spent the rest of the afternoon
wondering why tournaments bring
out the worst in him.
Nucklos was preceded In the
training room by Butch Falk who
courageously wrestled agalnst-undefeated and untied Dave Long despite a very sore neck. In the
painful 191 pound match, Falk lost
6-1 and aggravated the neck InJury. In the same weight class,
Miami's Wally Podgurski came off
the injured list to take the title
with a last second 3-1 decision
over Chuck Sldotl of OU for his
third straight MAC title.
BG's 123 pounder Buzz Haller, In
only his second match of the year,
wrestled well despite defeats to
champion
Dave
Keller
and
Miami's Ron Sheer. The last two
of the eight juniors on the squad,
Terry Dilllon (152) and Bill Maloof
(HW) also were two time losers,
but they are looking to next year
with the other seven non-seniors
when Bowling Green will be the
host to the MAC Chamlpnshlps, and
It might be their turn to shine.

MAC winners

GOING NOWHERE-Such is the coso of Western
Michiqan's Steve Newman as Bowling Green's 177
pounder Art Cross works his way toward a win in

the finals. Cross, trying to destroy one of his
opponents' points of balance, was able to balance 12 points on the scale for BG.

123-Dave Keller, TU
130-Mike Milkovich, Kent
137-Richard Bacon, WM
145-Richard Piscopo, Kent
152-St-ve Craycraft, Miami
160-John Yount, OU
167-Phil McCartney, TU
177-ART CROSS, BG
191-Walt Podgurski, Miami
HW-Tom Walters, Kent

change was needed. After going
39 per cent accuracy In the first
half they roared back to hit 21
of 35 at a 60 per cent clip.
"Instead of staying in tight like
we're used to, they forced us to
handle it outside 30 feet," said
Snyder of the slow start. "They
had good pressure in forcing us
outside."
John Canine was the only genuine Bobcat threat from outside
striking 12 of 19 attempts, but the
bulk of the Ohio points came on
second efforts.

MAC standings
Miami
Ohio
Western
Kent
Toledo
BG
Marshall

W
10
9
6
6
5
3
3

L
2
3
6
6
7
9
9

The Cats rolled to a 49-35
edge In rebounding led by Love
with 12.
"They got every big rebound,"
said Conlbear.
Bowling Green held a 10 point
lead in the first half, It diminished to five at the half and
throughout the second until the
10:07 mark. Ohio University turned
loose their fast break in the second
half action chalking up several
"bunnies".
"They hurt us on the fast break
because they release so quickly,"
said Conlbear, "and we didn't
break as we could have."
The visitors rambled to a 8882 lead in the overtime with 1:29
remaining, but a hastily applied
Falcon press accounted for needed
turnovers and a 88-86 margin
with 1:03 left. The Falcons got
still another steal, but It was wasted by an errant pass. Fouls told
the rest of the story as Ohio made
it look convincing.
Six Falcons hit double figures
led by Rudgers with 21 points, Connally with 15 and Rich Walker with
14. Heft and Jim Penlx scored
13 each and Dan McLemore 12.
"It's a shame to see the season end because these kids have
gotten a lot better Individually,
and battled hard all year," said
Conlbear.

Frosh grab
third in row
Bowling Green's freshman
basketball squad rallied from a
36-31 halftime deficit to defeat a
highly regarded Ohio University
team, 70-69.
After nine straight losses to
open the season, the Falcon quintet
has done a complete turnabout,
winning three straight games and
four out of Its last five.
"We started hitting right off the
bat in the second half," said freshman. Coach John Piper, adding,
"and when we scored we went Into
what I call a half court blitz defense and this shook them up."
For every time the Falcon defense was pentrated, BG's cager-s
picked off about three erratic Bobcat passes with the 1-3-1 trap defense chiefly responsible for the
thievery.
Turnovers played a big part in
leading to the first half deficit
but Coach Piper Inserted Duane
Recker at a guard slot in the final
15 minutes of play and he turned
In "a whale of a job."
Recker acted as the trigger man
on the blitz and connected on a
crucial three point play which gave
Bowling Green the lead late in the
contest.
LeWayne Henson, besides picking
14 rebounds off the boards, garnered
32 points on 10 charity tosses and
11-21 from the field to lead both
teams In scoring. Bruce Travis
was also strong In the rebounding
category, hauling In 14 to go along
with 14 points. John Webster was
the only other Falcon In double
figures with 13.
Bowling Green was outshot from
the field, '49 per cent to 43 per
cent but connected nine times
than their opposition from the line
to make the difference.
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The last hurrah...
Story by Rick Harris

GOOD SHOW!-Wendy Whitlinger going through the familiar
routine of getting a crowd high.

It was a disappointing end to
just such a season—and a way
of life for three girls.
Saturday's Bowling Green loss
to Ohio U. was the last game for
retiring cheerleaders Jacqule
Baumgardner, Darlene McCarthy,
and Wendy Whitlinger.
Jacqule and Darlene will be
graduating, while Wendy, a Junior,
plans an August wedding which
will prohibit her from further
participation.
Among the three girls, there
is a total of 24 years of cheerleading experience—something

ALTOGETHER NOW-Jacquie
home basketball gome.

Photographs by Alex Burrows

RECOGNITION DAY--Mr. and Mrs. Dan McCarthy with daughter Darlene at Bowling Green's Senior
Recognition Day.

hardly to be forgotten by them.
Jacqule, captain of the sevengirl squad for the past two years,
wasn't going to try out when she
first arrived In BG, but her roommates "talked me Into It."
"I'd do it all over again," Jacqule continued. "Maybe I should
consider turning pro," she Joked.
Darlene listed last year's trip
to Los Angeles State and ensuing
victory as one of the more exciting moments. Jacqule countered with the 1967 MAC championship and last-second win over
Miami at Wlthrow Court.

But one may be sure the cheerleaders will never forget their
most recent Journey to Western
Michigan. What originally was
planned as being an eight hour
round trip ended up lasting 26
hours.
The auto transporting the squad
broke down after the game near
Chelsea, Michigan, 20 miles outside of Ann Arbor.
With little money and no clothes
other than their cheering outfits,
they were finally permitted to stay
at a motel in Ann Arbor. Still,
they didn't arrive back In Bowling

Baumgardner and the other cheerleaders discuss plans at their last

Green till 5:30 the next afternoon.
Thoughenthusiasmwas termed a
must for cheerleaders, Jacqule
thought it necessary "to be a good
loser and a good sport—though I'm
not one all the time."
This reminded her of an early
season bout with official Whltey
Hultt He had Just whistled an
Infraction on Bowling Green In
particular Dick Rudgers, Jacqule's
fiance. After a few "remarks"
by Jacqule, Hultt threatened "one
more like that, young lady, and
I'll call a technical foul."
What will be missed most by
the departing trio will be the

closeness of the squad and the
activity of working with the athletic program.
"Next football season," said
Wendy, "when I see my husband
(wlngback Bob Zlmpfer) down on
the field, I'll wish to be down
there with him Jumping around
and cheering. Though I have no
regrets of giving cheering up for
marriage, It will be an unsual
feeling."
"Everything," concluded Jacqule, "must come to an end sometime. Anyway, my muscles are
starting, to get a little stiff," she
snickered.

LOOKING BACK-Cheerleoder Jacquie Baumgardner takes a long
,ost |ook throogn foof yeQrs OR ^ coort

